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In this issue we focus on:
l Quantitative Easing – Why was it introduced?
l Has Quantitative Easing worked?
l What has been the effect of QE on pension funds?
l ...And its effects on the housing market?
l What’s happening now in Euroland?
l Some reasons to be cheerful

Quantitative Easing – Why was it introduced?
It was back in March 2009 that the Treasury and the Bank of England decided that the best way of reviving the
economy and halting the recession was to print money. The rationale was that, in a near-zero interest rate
environment, an increase in the supply of money to the banks would keep interest rates down, would stimulate
the banks to lend and thus encourage consumers to buy. This method of artificially boosting money supply had
been used by Japan 10 years earlier, in their attempt to head off deflation. And although the effect upon the
Japanese had been uncertain, this printing of money – now known as Quantitative Easing - was seen by the UK
government as probably the least costly way of stimulating the economy.

The theory was that the cheap money available under QE, would generate wide profit margins for the banks, when
lent by them to UK businesses. The story was that this business stimulus, delivered at a time of rock bottom returns
on government stock, would in turn cause investors to find a renewed appetite for equities and thus bring about
economic revival. That was the theory.

Has Quantitative Easing worked?
The first £75bn tranche of QE, pushed out in March 2009, was followed by further tranches, until a total of £200bn
had been printed by the end of that year. We will never know whether it worked – although the Bank of England
claim that their actions boosted GDP at a critical time and thus saved us from financial Armageddon. Well maybe
that was true – but what we now know for sure, is that the effect of continued QE has been the steady and
inexorable erosion of private wealth. The Bank of England’s actions may have headed off the severe short term
consequences of excessive indebtedness and economic contraction, but in its wake we now seem to be facing
long term stagnation. The banks haven’t lent, the consumer hasn’t bought and the economy hasn’t revived.

Meanwhile a dangerous bubble seems to be developing in the Government bond markets, the yields to redemption
on 2, 5 and 10 year gilts have now dropped to 0.23%, 0.65% and 1.66%, equities struggle to shrug off investor
worries of even darker times ahead - and the property market remains firmly in the doldrums. 

What has been the effect of QE on pension funds?
Chief amongst the casualties of QE are pension funds and their members. Last week’s figures from the Pension
Protection Fund reported that UK ‘final salary’ pension schemes had accumulated the highest deficit since PPF
records began in 2003; the aggregate deficit of all such schemes having risen from £24.5bn twelve months ago
to a whopping £312bn last month. The PPF blamed much of the rise on shrinking gilt yields. 

For the far greater number of ‘defined contribution’ schemes, the impact of QE has been equally bruising. A
combination of minimal deposit returns, slender investment yields and all-time-low annuity rates, all serve as a
major deterrent to early benefit uplift.
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....And its effects on the housing market?
Further down the queue of QE casualties are the young would-be homeowners. The Bank of England’s intervention
in the interest rate market, combined with a governmental imperative to defer mortgage foreclosure, have avoided
a repetition of the housing market collapse that we witnessed 20 years ago. House prices may have retreated
20% in real terms over the last 4 years – but they still remain way above first-time-buyer affordability. 

The housing market still doesn’t reflect our current economic malaise. For confirmation of this we need look no
further than the Government (taxpayer) funded New Build HomeBuy Schemes and the apparent need for (taxpayer
funded) ‘affordable housing’. 

We are still in denial on house prices. Fundamental economics should dictate that where a commodity isn’t
‘affordable’, the price must drop, until it is....simple! That this still isn’t happening is, in part, the effect of Government
intervention – on interest rates, on uncommercial HomeBuy Schemes and upon deferment of repossession.
Meanwhile the Government continues to spend our money (and the money it still borrows on our behalf), to prop
up a structure that is incapable of sustaining itself – and won’t sustain itself until genuine affordability is once again
achieved. This is all very, very odd.

Fortunately we’re not alone in this world of make-believe wealth and precipice politics. The leaders of most southern
Euroland countries seem even more wedded than we are to the quick fix of excessive debt refinancing. The markets
might well be pushing up yields on Spanish Government debt to over 7% - but whilst the ECB continues to provide
cheap loans to the country’s banks, the final reckoning can be deferred to another day.

What’s happening now in Euroland?
In Euroland we now seem to be nearing the End Game. The trick of refinancing, refinanced debt can only be pulled
off so many times before credibility is lost and world markets withdraw support. Here in the UK the efficacy of yet
more QE is now being questioned. Ever greater supplies of cheap money may make sense on the international
scene but if the banks aren’t going to lend it to the end-user, then surely we are hastening the bursting point of our
Bond bubble. And all of this without ever achieving the domestic economic stimulation that’s so clearly needed! 

The Chancellor’s Mansion House speech last week seemed to acknowledge these truths – as did Sir Mervyn King
when he said that “despite trillions of pounds being pumped globally into the economy over the past two years,
we are now back to where we were”. Perhaps the Bank of England’s own provision of £140bn of cheap funding
for the banks, announced by the Chancellor and the Governor last week, will indeed filter through to new lending
to the private sector. But the availability of cheap credit won’t, in itself, generate recovery; there has to be a demand,
an appetite to borrow, and an enthusiasm to put the borrowed money to work. And in a recession, the risks of
borrowing carry much more importance than the interest charged on the borrowed money. After all, feckless
borrowing is what got us into this mess in the first place!

Some reasons to be cheerful
So, whilst we wait for this game to play out, lets draw comfort in the understanding that here in the UK, those in
power do at least recognise the nature of the problems, even if they struggle to agree on a cohesive solution. QE
is nearing its end, Bond yields will rise (and values fall), equities will gather strength and the Leveson Enquiry will
eventually come to an end!

Meanwhile, we were cheered by the magnificence of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee, we are encouraged by our
degree of readiness for the Olympics (and its delivery within budget) – and are even hopeful of our prospects in
Euro 2012 ......! There are, after all, some things to be cheerful about!
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